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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1: Zero-Waste Zero-Carbon Business-Model (ZW-ZC-BM) involves closed-loop conversion
processes  that  begin  with  plants/vegetation  and  other  non-toxic  biomass  in  village
regions,   converting into: Alternate Energy, Alternate Engineering Materials, Carbon Sink
Engineered Products (CSEP), Bio-Petrochemicals,  Bio-Fertilizer,  and Bio-Water.  India can
have a total of 931,950 units of 10,000 T Modules spread across the 638,000 + Villages.
The combined businesses in thees would be about $3 trillion ($$2,961,717,683,753.70)
–  a parallel  economic activity.  These would empower the 150 million farm community
families with a percapita of $2,187, now struggling with a paltry $187. Products would
range  from  Wood  substitutes,  cement  substitutes,  steel  substitutes  and  alternate
energy/power to an extent of over 400,000 MW. Villages would become self sufficient in
Power and water. All these effected with minimum (or nil) environmental damages)

2: There are two modules. We begin with Module-1 unit (that converts 10,000 T Biomass
into 375 T methane gas; 315 T Bio-Fertilizer; 2,000 T Carbon Sink Engineered Products
(CSEP); 2,250 T Engineered Composites; and 6,500,000 L of Bio-water are: Fixed Capital:
$1,100,000; and Working Capital: $95,000. Module-2 would convert 10,000 T into: 750 T
of Methane (50% converted to Energy, and another 50% to Bio-Petrochemicals = 430 T);
630 T Bio-Fertilizer; 4,000 T CSEP and 6,500,000 L of Bio-Water

3: Overall Economics of Operation of Module-1:

Details Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

Number shifts 1 2 3 3 3

Effective hrs 6 13 20 20 20

Working days 300 300 300 300 300

Input Biomass 3000 T 6000 T 10000 T 10000 T 1000 T

Sales: $1,137,906.2
5

$2,389,603.1
2

$4,181,805.4
6

$4,390,895.7
4

$4,610,440.5
2

TOTAL COSTS 1300454.73 1947928.99 3091154.85 3223537.58 3363295.47

Gr. Margin (-) 162548.48 441674.13 1090650.61 1167358.16 1247145.05

Profits (-) 162548.48 181431.67 708922.9 758782.81 810644.28

Net cash 369751.52 899483.19 1951106.09 3047548.9 4191317.18

EPS (Rs) NIL Rs.3.30 Rs.12.89 13.79 14.74

4: Break-Even occurs at 1 yr and 4 months... and at 22% Capacity level

5: Each Module-1 would offer direct jobs to 160 Full-time jobs at full production level and
80 people indirect jobs

6:Invested $1,100,000 (50% equity shares and 50% preference shares) would mature into
the following at the end of 5 years: Shares (with 50% Dividends on profit): $1,229,800 +
$1375000 [$2,604,800]  … payout time is just above 3 years

7:  No  other  GREEN/Clean-Technology  would  match  ZW-ZC-BM,  in  view  of  these  units
creating Carbon offset for every Ton at par, Carbon offset is computed as follows: (1) each
Ton of Bio-methane offsets 3 T of CO2 produced by each T Fossil fuel; (2) Each Ton of
Neutral CO2 converted into 3 T of CSEP Offsets 3 T of cement; (3) Each T of Engineered
Composites offset 2 T of structural steel; (4) each T Bio-water replaces each T of Pumped
(irrigation) water. All these approximate to: One Ton Biomass ~ One T Co2 ...
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BACKGROUND

The  late  Dr.  Richard  T  Gill,
who  was  a  specialist  in
Economics of development in
“under-developed”  nations,
had prophesied that we need
a THIRD Technology suited to
the developing needs of  the
poorer nations (almost all  of
them  being  in  the  Tropics).
The Tropics account for over
70%  of  all  the  Renewable
Resources (RR) in the world,
but consume/utilize only 15%
of  the  resources;  and  the
Temperate zone nations, who
constitute  about  15%  of
world  population,  consume
85% of  the world resources.
The net result: Poverty in the
Tropics.  There  is  an  ever
increasing  exodus  of  the
“educated”  community
moving  from  the  Tropical
nations  to  the  temperate
zone  nations,  in  search  of
jobs,  and  better  living
standards.  This  exacerbates
the  already  existing  poverty
conditions,  as  these  nations
fall  short  of  efficient/
educated  human  resource.
That brings us to the THIRD
technology and a Quadruple
Impact  Development  (QID)
paradigm,  the  basic
foundations  for  Total  Village
Development  Programs
(TVDP)  –  systems  of
businesses  that  depend  on
available local  RR,  and local

Human-power, utilizing local Wisdom. 

The Photo illustrations above show some of the representative vegetation systems. It may
be noted that when we talk of RR, we mean the natural vegetation growth in the regions
under consideration. Fro example, in places such as Rajasthan desert environments the
annual vegetation growth could be as low as 5 T per annum per ha, whereas in a State like
Kerala, the annual vegetation growth per ha could be over 150 T. This Report would explain
how these  resources  could  be  converted  into  a  new Economic  wealth  system through
THIRD  Technology  –  creating  Energy,  Engineering  materials,  Bio-Petrochemicals,  Bio-
Fertilizer and Bio-Water. Each T of available RR (vegetation and animal matter) could be
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“Advanced western technology … is by no means ideally suited to the typical under-developed
country … Ideally, the under-developed countries would employ neither the western technology of
a century ago (which is defective) nor the most modern western technology (which is adopted to a
different economics context), but a THIRD technology which consists of an adaptation of modern
methods to the special conditions of the under-developed world … but, such a technology does not
exist …” Dr. Richard T. Gill: “ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT – Past and Present” © 1967, Prentice Hall
Inc. USA.... 
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converted into values to an extent of Rs.22,729 ($378.82)

THE BUSINESS-MODEL (MODULE – 1)

The illustration above shows Module  –  1  of  ZW-ZC-BM.  Here the Biomass systems are
converted into: Bio-Methane (for energy); Bio-Fertilizer; Carbon Sink  Engineered products
(CSEP)  that  is  the  conversion  of  neutral  CO2 into  Engineered  products;  Engineered
Composites (converting Fibrous vegetation matter);  and Bio-Water.  A 10,000 T Biomass
input system would have following output:

 Bio-Methane …...................................................................... 375 T [56 .25 T salable
as energy]

 Bio-Fertilizer …...................................................................... 315 T
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 CO2 … 650 T Converted to CSEP …..................................... 2000 T
 Engineered Composites ….................................................... 2250 T
 Bio-Water …........................................................................... 6,500,000 L

Business values: Rs.227,581,250 ($3,793,020.83) [Carbon Offset: 10,000 T]

THE BUSINESS MODEL  (MODULE – 2)

MODULE – 2: Energy + Bio-Petrochemical system. A 10,000 T Biomass input system would
have following output:

 Methane gas generation …......................................................  750 T (50% used for
Energy: Total 10% of Methane Energy sold))
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 Bio-Petrochemicals conversions ….......................................... 430 T
 Bio-fertilizer …........................................................................... 630 T
 CO2 … 1300 T Converted CSEP …................................ …...... 4000 T
 Bio-Water ….............................................................................. 6,500,000 L 

Business values: Rs. 135,3257,000 ($2,255,416.67) [Carbon Offset: 10,000 T]

INDIA'S POTENTIAL

On the basis of 600,000 villages (out of 638,596) occupying 63% Land area in India, and on
the basis of an average per annum per ha vegetation growth of 45 T (Rajasthan Gujarat
arid zones @ lowest of 5 T/annum/ ha to 150 T/annum/ha in Kerala), the all India volumes
of Vegetation that we could consider for ZW-ZC-BM would be 9,319,495,500 T. We would
estimate the businesses on the basis of 60% Module-1 and 40% Module-2  … the Total
business volume = $$2,961,717,683,753.70 [India's present GDP is about $1.87 trillion] …
these businesses would be generated through a total of 931,950 units of 10,000 T Module
ZW-ZC-BM. Each unit of ZW-ZC-BM Module would generate jobs to a minimum of 150 Local
jobs. That would mean All-India job creation of 149,112,000. These are direct employment.
An additional indirect jobs would be generated to an extent of 74,556,000 [Total All-India
jobs would be 223,668,000]. Almost all able-bodied village youth would have jobs in their
own home environment, offsetting need to go away to other towns and cities for livelihood.
The percapita family real Income based on these new businesses would be $200 [Note: The
present Village level percapita Family income = $187... a family consists of five+ members]
... The Total now would be $2,187

TOTAL ALL-INDIA OUTPUT

The following Products are the main outputs:

1. Total  Methane  gas  (Module-1  =  209,688,750  T;  Module-2  =  279,585,000  T)  …
489,273,750 T

2. Total Bio-Fertilizer …............ 410,989,950 T 
3. Total Bio-Petrochemicals .… 160,295,320 T
4. CSEP …............................... 2,572,182,000 T
5. Engineered Composites ….. 1,258,132,500 T
6. Bio-Water …........................  6,057,675,000,000 L

[NOTE: 15% of methane in Module-1 sold as energy; and 10% of methane in Module-2 sold
as energy]

Businesses generated are:  TOTAL VALUES = $2,961,717,683,753.70

CERTAIN DISCUSSIONS ON THE ABOVE

1. India's total land area …........................ 328,730,000 Ha  
2. Agricultural land …................................ 197,238,000 Ha
3. Arable land …........................................ 163,000,000 Ha
4. Fertilizer consumption (Chemical) …..... 27,500,000 T
5. Petroleum Consumption per annum ….. 180,000,000 T
6. Steel Consumption per annum ….......... 85,000,000 T
7. Cement Consumption per annum …...... 260,000,000 T
8. Wood/Wood Products consumption …... 50,000,000 T

 Vegetation that would be used are Agrowastes/ waste vegetation/ water hyacinths/
grasses/ shrub plants. Hence, Agricultural materials are not “touched”

 Each ha of cultivated land would need about 500 Kg Bio-Fertilizer. Thus, we would
have (on the basis  of  utilizing all  available agricultural  land)  312,370,950 T Bio-
fertilizer in excess. These could be exported

 Bio-Water could be made available @ 30,712 L per annum per ha of Agricultural
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lands
 The entire agriculture areas would have enough Energy/Power needs utilizing the

59,411,812.5 T Bio-Methane (A total Heat + Electricity @ 61,039 MW available) …
for both agriculture operations and village domestic needs

 The  Bio-Methane  generated  through  Module-1  could  be  converted  into
Heat+Electricity  @  215,430  MW,  and  this  would  support  all  manufacturing
operations under ZW-ZC-BM. No grid power would be sued. About 15% could be
uploaded into the grid

 India's current Petroleum needs of 180,000,000 T are based on about 70% being
imported.  The  available  Bio-Petrochemicals  through  ZW-ZC-BM  (160,295,320  T)
would  totally  offset  any  Import  needs  (saving  foreign  exchange to  an  extent  of
$125,000,000,000)

 Each  Ton  of  CSEP  would  offset  One  T  cement.  Thus,  780,000,000  T  of  the
manufactured  CSEP  would  make  sure  not  even  a  ton  of  Cement  needs  to  be
manufactured  in  India.  The  ramifications  are  very  high...  energy  saved;  carbon
offset;  tremendous  reduction  in  pollution;  zero  environmental  damage;  faster
construction...  as  CSEP  are  Engineered  products  (ready  made  walls,  structural
systems and modular building systems) and construction  would be revolutionized.
About 1,792,182,000 CSEP products are available for Exports

 Each Ton of Engineered Composites would replace two Tons of Structural Steel, Two
Tons of wood, and Two Tons of Concrete in many applications. Approximately 50% of
all  applications  in  Concrete/Steel  and  100%  of  all  Wood  applications  would  be
substituted

AN EXAMPLE OF HOW STEEL COULD BE SUBSTITUTED

AUTO-BODY STRUCTURE
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NOTE: THE ABOVE ARE CONCEPT DESIGNS (For development)

AN EXAMPLE OF WOOD SUBSTITUTION

MOLDED WOOD SUBSTITUTE DOORS IN ENGINEERED COMPOSITES
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A NOTE ON TECHNOLOGY

There  are  two  major  technologies:  Bio-Methanation  and  Hybrid  Natural  Fiber  Polymer
Composites (H-NFPC). Bio-Methanation is a fairly well known technology. However, we have
certain specialty innovations here:

1. Purification of Biogas (removing H2S, and converting it into Sulfur)
2. Removing CO2 and converting  the same into CARBON SINK ENGINEERED PRODUCTS

(CSEP) [CSEP is a new innovation, under patent application, and converts the neutral
gas  into  Engineered  products  by “reacting”  with  various  other  Industrial  wastes:
slag, fly-ash etc)

3. Engineered  Composites  are  highly  innovative  technologies  (some  are  patented;
others are under application)

Here is a technology series of Hybrid Natural Fiber Polymer Composites (H-NFPC) in Photo
sequences:

 

HYBRIDIZED WOVEN BAMBOO COMPOSITE DINGHY BEING TESTED ON SEA
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A NOTE ON MASS PRODUCTION THROUGH TVDP
We tend to believe that mass” production” is possible only through “automation” and labor
reduction.  But  we,  at  AGRO-BIOGENICS aver  that  mass  production could  be  through a
conglomeration of small units producing a certain smaller numbers per unit. For example,
let us consider manufacture of Molded Doors @ 50 per day (single shift). Six Village units
combined  together  would  be  able  to  produce  300  Doors  per  day,  resulting  in  90,000
number per annum. These six Village units would be close together (each distant about 3
to 5 Km from one another). The Economics also work out better in these smaller units:
Average Investments needed per Village Unit would be $50,000; and six units add up  to a
total of $300,000. An equivalent volume (300 doors per shift per day) mass production unit
would cost $583333. While the six village units would offer full time jobs to a total of 150
local  people,  the  automated  manufacturing  unit  would  offer  full  time  job  to  only  20
people... that also to only highly skilled people... mostly to be employed from Cities (where
they are technically trained and qualified). Our estimate of recurring expenses for each
system is as follows: Automation units @ $297,500 and the Six village units) all together)
@ $298,800

THE ADVANTAGE 
The biggest advantage of such Village level production technology (which we would like to
term: THIRD Technology) is that more local people would be able to get trained in highly
skilled works and their earning power increases many fold. These, further pave the way for
village development and that cascades into many other side developments. For example, if
a village now has about 100 people needing jobs, and are earning just about $600 per
annum, the village Income would be $69,000. The same village would now (under these
projects) earn $150,000. Such increases in Purchasing power empowers the villagers to be
independent decision makers... with better choice for spending (mainly for the NEEDS)

A NOTE ON MARKET

 Products  would  range  as  follows:  Methane  gas  and  Energy;  Bio-Fertilizer;  Bio-
Petrochemicals;  Pure  carbon  Di-Oxide;  Pure  Sulfur;  CSEP;  Engineered  products
(ranging from small garment buttons to Auto Body systems, Boats, Modular buildings
and even Small Aircraft)

 The markets for Methane gas based Energy + Bio-fertilizer and Bio-water are spread
across the villages where these projects are planned. Each 10,000 T Module would
generate extra energy to an extent of 126 KW (24x7x365) … all available to local
village needs

 Almost all Engineered Products would be Custom based. This aspect helps in better
coverage of the market, as Customers could get their personal choices. Take the
case of as small product such as Garment Buttons:

There could  be many designs and each customer  could  have a separate choice.  Such
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productions are possible
 Wood substitute products are best examples of Custom designed Products. These

days Timber is not available (especially quality wood). Here whether it be Furniture,
Doors, Flooring, and other Modular Wood substitute Interiors etc … Specific Custom
based  high  quality  products  could  be  manufactured  as  per  each  Customer
specifications.  Products  within  the  ZW-ZC-BM  systems  would  be  competing  in
Quality, Performance, aesthetics and cost

 There are household products such as Kitchen-ware, Crockery, and related products.
These and some furniture materials are shown in the Photo illustration below:

All of these are produced as per Custom specifications and Competition is resisted due to
the availability of extraordinary designs, styles, quality, and affordable cost  range. Fro
example, Wood substitute Molded Doors are made available in a Cost range $45 to $300.
Other board products that are made available to compete with Plywood and Particle Boards
would have price ranges competing with the market already existing.. and at qualities and
aesthetics  far  superior  to  the  market  materials.  One  factor  to  be  noted  is  that  these
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products are not made like mass produced “same look” products,  but more like “hand
made” ones; yet available at prices that compete head on with “mass produced” ones

 Marketing would be done through Three Methods:
(a)  Direct  Home sales:  Since  these  Units  are  in  village  regions,  direct  house-to-house
marketing would have great impact and results.  The market is excellent.  Each unit will
have enough range of products that would be sold in a minimum of surrounding five to sex
villages in the vicinity of the production center
(b)  Town  based  Showcasing:  There  are  many smaller  towns  distributed  across  various
regions (usually with 50 to 150 or more villages surrounding a town).  There are many
shopping  complexes  in  these  towns,  where  we  would  be  displaying  the  products.
Campaigns would be often arranged for “purchases” through some gifts and give-away.
Good market potentials are seen. There are over 6000 Towns all over India
(c)  City  Distribution centers:  Metros and Cities  are  spread across different  regions and
averagely we would have one such City in the distance range of 100 Km to 200 Km, from
each production unit. We shall have Distribution centers in all Metros and Cities. There are
over 500 Cities of this category all over India, with eight major Metros, and 22 upcoming
Metros

 Market  Interactions  have  begun  in  the  Following  places:  Cities:  Bangalore  and
Mysore: Towns: Pandavapura, KR Pet, Srirangapatna, Mandya (District HQ); Maddur;
Nagamangala; Malavalli; About 150 villages in the surroundings where our First pilot
Pant has begun small operations. Total Population covered are over 10 million

 EXPORTS: All  products  have major  Export  potentials.  We shall  look at  those and
arrive at appropriate Export policies, as the projects progress

SOME SPECIALTY MOLDED CROCKERY
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THE TEAM:

1. HARIHARAN PV (age 65, living in Bangalore; Chief Promoter & Mentor; DIRECTOR AGRO-
BIOGENICS):  An  engineer  by  training  and  first  profession,  having  over  forty  years
experiences  as  follows:  Mechanical  engineering;  Polymer  Engineering  and  technology;
Corrosion Engineering; Coatings technology; Foundry and Metallurgical Engineering; Mold
engineering  (Polymer  tech);  Wood  technology;  Ceramics  technology;  New  products
development;  Industry  set  up;  Industry  management;  Marketing  of  Industrial  and
Consumer products;  Exports; Imports;  Company formation: Factories/ labor relationships
and  Government  Acts;  New  product  developments  and  arriving  at  Product-Market-
matching; Company Organization and Recruitment; Training of managerial, staff, technical
and  marketing  personnel;  Sales  methods,  advertizement,  publicity,  pamphlet
design/printing;  Patents  and  designs;  Packaging  designs  and  methods.  Working  on  a
MISSION: Mitigating Global warming and Poverty (GWP). This project is within that MISSION.
Has  been  working  on  conceptualizing,  designing  and  experimenting  on  Village
Development works from 1991. Some specialties: Patented Hybrid Engineered composites
(Natural Fiber Polymer Composites); Developer of Carbon Sink Engineered Products (CSEP);
Designed and developed the concept and Projects of AGRO-POLYMER INDUSTRY COMPLEX
(APIX); Designed and developed the Concept of ZERO-WASTE ZERO-CARBON BUSINESS-
MODEL (ZW-ZC-BM);  Designed and developed the Modules of  ZW-ZC-BM; Designed and
developed TOTAL VILLAGE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM (TVDP). Now working on implementing
a  new  Quadruple  Impact  Development  (QID)  paradigm:  Socio-Techno-Commercial-
Environmental development process, to effect TVDP, on-the-ground in villages. Begun the
first Pilot projects under TVDP in a Karnataka State District Mandya, at Pandavapura Taluk.
In Kanaganahalli Village (in Chinkurli Hobbli)

2.  ANAND  KUMAR:  (Aged  47;  Living  in  Bangalore;  DIRECTOR,  AGRO-BIOGENICS).  A
Graduate in Mechanical Engineering. Has over twenty years of experiences in Mechanical
engineering,  NGO activities  (RASHTRABANDHU) –  All  India  NGO Federation;  Carried out
rainwater  harvesting,  water  recharging  programs,  and  water  conservation  awareness
programs  in  Karnataka  state,  sponsored  by  TATA  Steels.  Present  Business:  Building
Construction/ Real estate. Joined Agro-Biogenics as Director (Shareholder) in 2010, from
inception (Promoter Director)

3.  OTHER SUPPORTERS/Well-wishers: (i)  Dr,  Pilaka Murty: Mechanical  Engg. Professor at
Texas University, USA; (ii) Sanjay Paul: Chemical engineering professional in Kolkata: (iii)
Michael Sahilu (Mech. Engr.) in Ethiopia (a staunch supporter of TVDP and wanting to set up
such projects in Ethiopia); (iv) Mwaniki Gachuba in Kenya (A farmer, International Exporter,
Legal specialist and Environmentalist; a staunch supporter of TVDP and wants to set up
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TVDP in Kenya); (v) Ms. Kate Balbin running an NGO in Philippines (a staunch supporter of
TVDP and wants to set up TVDP projects in Philippines); (vi) Alicia Perez in Columbia (a
staunch supporter of TVDP and wants to set up TVDP projects in Columbia); (vii) Udaya
Kumar in Malaysia (a staunch supporter of TVDP and wants to set up TVDP projects in
Malaysia);  (viii)  Blessings Mlowoka in  Malawi,  Africa (a  staunch supporter  of  TVDP and
wants to set up TVDP projects in Malawi)

ON-THE-GROUND IMPLEMENTATION OF MODULE – 1
The primary Module  would convert  10,000 T Biomass input  system into the  following
output:

 Bio-Methane …...................................................................... 375 T
 Bio-Fertilizer …...................................................................... 315 T
 CO2 … 650 T Converted to CSEP …..................................... 2000 T
 Engineered Composites ….................................................... 2250 T
 Bio-Water …........................................................................... 6,500,000 L

Business values: Rs.227,290,000 ($3,788,167) [Only 56 T Methane salable; balance used
insitu]

The following Independent Process systems are involved:

1. Renewable Resources (RR) cleaning and initial processing (Separating Fibrous matter
and sludge matter) .. daily processing (total 300 days) @ 350 T of biomass

2. Moisture/water removal and collection (including using vacuum process)
3. Methanogenic  Reactor  [here  we  have  sub-Process:  Biogas  separation  and

purification;  Methane  gas  storage;  Sulfur  separation;  CO2 Storage;  Bio-Fertilizer
processing]

4. Methane gas into Heat + Electrical Energy Conversion [Note: The CO2 emitted could
also be converted into CSEP]

5. CO2 conversion into Carbon Sink Engineered products (CSEP)
6. Engineered  products  system  [here  too  we  have  sub-processes:  Resin  plant;

Compound  preparation;  Preforming/Forming;  Design  Foils  preparation;
Carpentry/Mechanical Fitment processing; Coating/painting and Finishing operations]

7. Packing

Implementation sequences

1. Preliminary activities: Space/location; discussions with local villagers .. (about one
month)

2. Fund raising …........................................................................................  (about three
months)

3. Building (leasing) about 5000 sq ft built up.. and ½ ac area extra …...... (about one
month)

4. Procuring Plant and machinery (process systems, mentioned above) …(about four
months)

5. Erection and trial  run …...........................................................................  (about one
month)

6. Recruitment, training and initial product runs …...................................... (about three
months)

7. initial  Product-Market-matching …..........................................................  (about three
months)

8. Stabilized Production-marketing ….........................................................  (about three
months)

AN IDEA OF PROJECT COST

1. Preliminary activities: Space/location; discussions with local villagers ...  $3,000
2. Fund raising …........................................................................................  $30,000
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3. Building (leasing) about 5000 sq ft built up.. and ½ ac area extra …....... $50,000
4. Procuring Plant and machinery (process systems, mentioned above) … $800,000
5. Erection and trial run …...........................................................................  $35,000
6. Recruitment, training and initial product runs …...................................... $25,000
7. initial Product-Market-matching …..........................................................  $50,000
8. Stabilized Production-marketing …........................... (10% of above) …. $99,300
[TOTAL PROJECT COSTS CAPITAL INVESTMENTS … $1,092,300 … say $1,100,000]

HUMAN-POWER NEEDS (Single shift)

1. Renewable Resources Section:                                     Per annum Salary/wages
1.1: Technician personnel …... 2 Nos @ $150/m …............................... $3,600
1.2: Helpers …........................ 2 Nos @ $100/m …............................... $2,400
2. Moisture/Water Collection Section:
2.1: Helpers …........................ 2 Nos @ $100/m …................................ $2,400
3. Methanogenic Reactor Section:
3.1: Technicians ….................... 2 Nos @ $150/m …............................... $3,600
3.2: Helpers …......................... 6 Nos @ $100/m …............................... $7,200
4. Energy section:
4.1: Technicians …................... 1 No @ $150/m …................................ $1,800
4.2: Helpers …......................... 2 Nos @ $100/m …............................... $2,400
5. CSEP Section:
5.1: Technicians …................... 2 nos @ $150/m …............................... $3,600
5.2: Helpers …......................... 4 Nos @ $100/m …............................... $4,800
5.3: Carpenters/Masons …...... 2 Nos @ $250/m .................................. $6,000
6. Engineered Composites section:
6.1: Technicians …................... 2 Nos @ $150/m …............................... $3,600
6.2: Helpers ….......................... 6 Nos @ $ 100/m …............................. $7,200
6.3: Carpenters/Masons …....... 3 Nos @ $250/m ….............................. $9,000
7. Packaging section:
7.1: Technicians ….................... 1 No @ $150/m …............................... $1,800
7.2: Helpers ….......................... 4 Nos @ $100/m ….............................. $4,800
8. Sentry Section:
8.1: Security Supervisor …....... 1 No @ $200/m …............................... $2,400
8.2: Sentry personnel …........... 2 Nos @ 100/m …............................... $2,400
9: Supervisors: …................ 2 Nos @ $250/m …............................. $6,000
10: Staff/ Accounts personnel … 3 Nos @ $200/m …................ $7,200
11: Sales/Marketing personnel: …4 Nos @ $250/m …............... $12,000
TOTAL NUMBER WORKERS/PERSONNEL …53 Nos … Annual salaries $94,200
12: Factory Manager: …....One person @ $600/m …................... $7,200
ANNUAL SALARIES, including that of the Manager ........... $101,400 (single shift)
[Note: The above are doubled in Two shifts and trebled in Three shifts. Annual increments
are @ 5%. However, there would be only one Manager]

RAW-MATERIALS AND OTHER INGREDIENTS

1: Vegetation matter, grasses, and other agrowastes …........................... @ $30/ T
2: Wood wastes and paper wastes …....................................................... @ $100/T
3: Special vegetation matter (coconut splinters, fibrous matter etc) …..... @ $335/ T
4: Inorganic wastes (Industrial wastes) .................................................... @ $200/ T
6: Specialty Polymers (Item-1) …............................................................. @ $500 / T
7: Specialty Polymers (Item-2) …............................................................. @ $6000/ T
(Annual price increments @ 5%)

WORKING OUT OVERALL ECONOMICS OF OPERATION [MODULE – 1]

ASSUMPTIONS:
1. Initial  Implementation  time  is  not  included  as  part  of  Production/Manufacturing
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computations
2. First year operation would be Single Shift; 2nd yr Two shifts and 3rd year on … Three

shifts
3. Single shift effective hrs = 6 hrs; Two shift effective = 13 hrs; Three shift effective =

20 hrs
4. Number of days work = 300
5. First yr Module processing would be 3,000 T biomass; 2nd yr = 6,000 T and 3rd yr on

10,000 T 
6. Biomass processing in Methanogenic reactor continues for 24 hrs (non-stop)
7. Each (10,000 T) Module produces the following sale products: (1) 56 T Methane gas

(balance 319 T are used insitu); (2) 315 T Bio-Fertilizer; (3) 2000 T CSEP; (4) 2,250 T
Engineered Composites  [Note:  6,500,000 L  of  Bio-water;  10 T  Sulfur;  and  a  few
hundred T other chemicals are not counted for estimates]

8. Values: Methane gas @ $667/T ~ $37,352; Bio-Fertilizer @ $333.33 ~ $104,998.95;
CSEP @ $333.33 ~ $666,660; Engineered products @ $1,250 ~ $2,812,500 [Total
business values per Module = $3,621,510.95. This would be cash-value of “sold”
products]

9. “Costs” of extra materials in each T CSEP and Engineered Products: CSEP ~ 0.67 T
Inorganic wastes = $133.40; Engineered Composites ~ 0.30 T specialty polymers
(combined) @ $1,325 = $397.50 and 0.10 T Inorganics @ $133.40 = $13.34 [Basic
cost of CSEP = $133.40/T; Engineered Composites basic cost = $410.84] … First
year CSEP = 600 T; second year = 1200 T. First yr Composites = 675 T; second yr =
1350 T

10.Wastage in processing is reckoned as 3% of raw materials
11.Consumables (various items such as emery paper, finishing waxes, oil for engines

etc) @ 5% of raw materials
12.Other imponderables etc would be reckoned @ 10% of all above (including those of

labor/wages etc)
13.First year labor etc fro single shift; second year additional one shift + previous year's

value increased by 5%; third year additional one shift personnel + previous years'
5% incremental

14.Prices are revised upward @ 5% per year
15.Depreciation: $800,000 (Plant & Machinery etc) @ 30%; all others on the basis of

payout in ten years values are $292,300) … Year 1 = $532,300; Yr 2 = $348,300; Yr
3 = $342,700: Yr 4 = $337,660; Yr 5 = 333,124

16.Local Taxes (Municipal), Insurances, local Gvt levies etc @ 10% of Sales
17.Working Capital (WC): Yr1 = $94,700; Yr 2 = $198,875; Yr 3 = $348,040; Yr 4 =

$365,440; Ye 5 = $383,710 [Computed on the basis of One month Sales value]
18.WC interest @ 12%

COST ESTIMATE/ PROFIT AND LOSS
Details Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

Number shifts 1 2 3 3 3

Effective hrs 6 13 20 20 20

Working days 300 300 300 300 300

Input Biomass 3000 T 6000 T 10000 T 10000 T 1000 T

Sales: $1,137,906.2
5

$2,389,603.1
2

$4,181,805.4
6

$4,390,895.7
4

$4,610,440.5
2

COSTS of PRODUCTION ($)

Biomass 90000 189000 330750 347287.5 364651.87

CSEP extras 80040 168084 294147 308854.35 324297.07

Composite
extras

277317 582365.7 1019139.97 1070096.97 1123601.82

Process wastes 13420.71 28183.49 49321.11 51787.16 54376.52

Consumables 22367.85 46972.48 82201.85 86311.93 90627.53
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Wages/Salaries 94200 193110 296965.5 311813.77 327404.46

Manager 7200 7560 7938 8334.9 8751.65

Imponderables 58454.55 121527.56 208046.34 218448.66 229371.09

Sub-Total
Production cots

643000.11 1336803.23 2288509.77 2402935.24 2523082.01

Depreciation 532300 348300 342700 337660 333124

Gvt
Levies/taxes

113790.62 238960.31 418180.54 439089.57 461044.05

Sub-Total other
Expenditures

646090.62 587260.31 760880.54 776749.57 794168.05

TOTAL Mfg
COSTS

1289090.73 1924063.54 3049390.31 3179684.81 3317250.06

Add WC int. 11364 23865.45 41764.54 43852.77 46045.41

TOTAL COSTS 1300454.73 1947928.99 3091154.85 3223537.58 3363295.47

Gr. Margin (-) 162548.48 441674.13 1090650.61 1167358.16 1247145.05

Loss carried NIL (-) 162548.48 NIL NIL NIL

Taxable value NIL 279125.65 1090650.61 1167358.16 1247145.05

Taxes (35%) NIL 97693.98 381727.71 408575.35 436500.77

Profits (-) 162548.48 181431.67 708922.9 758782.81 810644.28

Add Depr. 532300 348300 342700 337660 333124

Cash-Flow 529731.67 1051622.9 1096442.81 1143768.28

Yr Start CASH 0 369751.52 899483.19 1951106.09 3047548.9
Yr End CASH 369751.52 529731.67 1051622.9 1096442.81 1143768.28

Net cash 369751.52 899483.19 1951106.09 3047548.9 4191317.18

EPS (Rs) NIL Rs.3.30 Rs.12.89 Rs.13.79 Rs.14.74

NOTE: Payout time is between 3rd and 4th years   
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DISCUSSIONS/INFERENCE/CONCLUSIONS

1. India's current GDP is estimated @ $1.87 Trillion. Of these, 15% are generated at
Village/Farm  regions,  where  there  are  about  150  families  living  in  dilapidated
conditions  (poor  electricity,  poor  water  supplies;  poor  sanitation  and  poor
infrastructure, with no good schools,  health centers or other facilities).  Thus,  the
percapita GDP (family level) would be $1870. This is not actual “cash income” but
the values of Produce + Services etc all put together (Turnover equivalent). We shall
consider that the “cash inflow from thees would be 10%, thereby we have average
Village family Real Income @ $187. An average Indian village family consists of 5.5
members (825 million people living in villages currently).

2. We have studied the “problems” of Poverty over  the years and have estimated that
an average Village Family should be able to earn cash income” of $2,000 to $2,500
for  a minimum decent  living standard (as against  the current  $187),  which is  a
twelve fold increase from the current earnings value. The question is: Is it possible to
achieve  such  GDP  levels:  $3,750,000,000,000?  (Note:  GDP is  reckoned as  the
“Turnover equivalent” and Incomes would be @ 10% of these)

3. The answer is: YES!
4. TVDP,  through  ZW-ZC-BM  (based  on  Model-1  and  Module-2)  would  generate

minimum  “turnover”  of  $2,892,835,240,650,  resulting  in  Real  Family  income  of
$1,928.56. add to this the present value of $187... and we get the Total Real earning
(income) of $2,115.56

5. The resources for TVDP (ZW-ZC-BM) are the various un used and wasted vegetation
matter and other agrowastes:

These are vegetation systems (mostly wastes and unused) that grow all around and it is
estimated that in the surroundings whee we now have the First Pilot Plant under start-up,
the annual growth is around 35 T per ha. The rainfall here is around 650 mm (very low). We
estimate that  the surroundings here (a very small  village, Kanaganahalli,  Pandavapura
Taluk, Mandya District, Karnataka State) could generate around 2,000 T (within an area of
45 ha. We would have to add up one or two such small villages more to obtain a total of
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10,000 T for the Energy + Composite Module. Were we to look at the deserts of Rajasthan,
we would observe that the vegetation growth there would be sparse.

These “hardy” grasses grow in the desert regions of Rajasthan and in some arid regions of
Northern Gujarat. The per annum per ha growth would range from 5 t to 10 T. Thus, 10,000
T of biomass would need a range of 2000 ha

6. There are  638,000 + villages all  over India.  We could have  931,950 ZW-ZC-BM
module units (both '1' and '2”) in the ratio: Module-1 :: Module-2 ~ 60::40. There
may be many villages (which have greater areas) where there could be more than
One Unit (even up to three units. Some units, especially in arid regions (desert type
regions)  where  two  or  three  villages  may  have  one  unit  (for  want  of  enough
vegetation

7. Over 450,000 MW of Power (heat + electricity) are generated in these Modules, and
these are mostly used insitu for the processes. A total of 96,944.5 MW Power (Heat +
Electricity) would be available for Villages, for general purpose uses (both household
and agriculture).  This would be a great boost  for  self  sufficiency in Electricity in
villages, which are now reeling  under shortages

8. MARKET/MARKETING: As explained elsewhere, almost all the requirements of Wood,
Cement and part of Steels would be catered to by the products manufactured under
TVDP. The balance available could be exported. All  products are based on Clean-
technology and GREEN certification is possible.

9. BUSINESS  MODEL:  Each  District  would  have  One  Prime  Company,  where  AGRO-
BIOGENICS (the APEX Corporation) would have 15% stakes (for values of technology,
know-how and continued support). Each District Co would have 15% stakes in the
different  village  Companies  within  the  District.  Each  village  company  would  be
owned solely  by the local  residents.  They would own the MODULE units.  AGRO-
BIOGENICS would earn returns on the basis of the dividends proclaimed by each of
the District  company,  and the District  Companies earn through Village Company
dividends. See Diagram below

10.INVESTMENT:  The  capital  Investment  needed  are:  Fixed  Capital  =  $1,100,000;
Working Capital = $95,000 (First year). The former would be elicited @ 50% Equity
Shares and another 50% Preference Shares, maturing at the end of 5 th yr payable @
Rs.25 per share (Rs.10 par value)

11.Values obtained at 5th yr end: Equity: $1,229,800 + Preferential: $1375000 [Total =
$2,604,800] 

12.FINAL  INFERENCE:  No  other  GREEN/Clean-Technology would  match  ZW-ZC-BM,  in
view of these units creating Carbon offset for every Ton at par,  Carbon offset is
computed as follows: (1) each Ton of Bio-methane offsets 3 T of CO2 produced by
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each T Fossil fuel; (2) Each Ton of Neutral CO2 converted into 3 T of CSEP Offsets 3 T
of cement; (3) Each T of Engineered Composites offset 2 T of structural steel; (4)
each T Bio-water replaces each T of Pumped (irrigation) water. All these approximate
to: One Ton Biomass ~ One T CO2 ...

AGRO-BIOGENICS (CLEAN-TECH) PVT LTD
No.2/2, S.J. Patel Complex, Vinayaka Circle, Palace Guttahalli, Malleswaram PO

Bangalore – 560003; Karnataka State – India: Ph: 91 80 32214314/ 91 80 32929584

May 15, 2014
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